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Wednesday September 1st ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. The bulls showed us that they want to be in charges by giving us a large gap up 
together with TVGR, made for a non decline buy day for the day session. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets have exceeded the average rally already, so I would expect a 
confusing day for tomorrow.  

 



Thursday September 2nd ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. The rally did have a small pullback this morning but continued to close to the 
projected Day session highs. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We had a pretty good rally so far and projected 3 day rally numbers are 
achieved at the moment. Will we reach the Penetration levels or will the Job ##s kill this rally.  

 
 



Friday September 3rd ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets reached the Penetration levels and more backed by the Job ##’s 
Monday will be a Buy day. It will be a shorten day and having closed near the highs today we not get much 
of a decline. 

 
 



Monday September 6th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Due to the shortened day we only got a small decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Short trading days often have a tendency to mess up the cycle. In principle we 
should get a rally tomorrow.  

 



Tuesday September 7th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and as expected only the Globex session managed to get a rally. For the day session 
the large gap open triggered TVGR and market drifted down all day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day and normally we should rally back to the buy day low. However after a holiday it 
may be touch and go. 

 



Wednesday September 8th ,2010 
Today was a DD day. Markets tried and mostly barely succeeded to get back to the Buy day low. 
Tomorrow will be a Bay day. We should be anticipating a Decline if all goes like normal. 

 



Thursday September 9th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Markets did produce a decline today, however I am not sure if rollover day was the 
reason for the below average drop. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on averages we should at least test today’s highs.  

 



Friday September 10th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and it was tight range day. 
Monday will be a SS day and the bulls have the room to go up if they want to. That will be the question after 
the lack luster day we just had. 

 



Monday September 13th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets continued the rally until they reached the targets before starting the last 
minute decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We did close near to the highs of the day, therefore momentum may take us 
higher before the real decline starts. 

 



Tuesday September 14th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day.  Markets declined overnight, but rallied near the open giving us a shallow decline. So 
far the rally was not very strong 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Shallow declines are very bullish, however the weak rally so far does not back 
that up. Tomorrow may be a confusing day if they can’t make up their mind. 

 



Wednesday September 15th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. As expected based on yesterday’s action, we did get a confusing day and we failed to 
reach the Sell day objectives. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We are quite far from the 3 day Rally objectives but having closed on the highs 
today, momentum should take us higher.  

 



Thursday September 16th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Some markets failed to even make a new high and therefore started the Decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Again the last minute bounce may confuse things again, however the Decline 
should continue lower. 

 



Friday September 17th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. TF which had failed to follow the others yesterday caught up overnight, after which 
time they all started their decline. Rally started at the failed test of yesterday’s lows. 
Monday will be a Sell day. Based on today’s action I would expect a confusing day. 

 



Monday September 20th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Markets tried to test the Buy day low and failed, therefore had no choice but to go up. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still so room to go up and momentum may just do that.  

 



Tuesday September 21th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets did get higher and finally started the decline late in the day. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on averages markets should decline further before the rally can start.  

 



Wednesday September 22th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Markets tested twice to get above yesterday’s highs and failed getting the decline 
started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum may take us lower before the rally can start. 

 



Thursday September 23th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Momentum did take us lower before the rally started. However the rally failed and 
lower lows were made 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We have good odds to get back to at least to the Buy day low. 

 



Friday September 24th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets got below the Buy Day Low overnight and had to get back up. Most rallied to 
new highs and close the 3 day Rally averages. 
Monday will be a Buy Day. Having closed on the highs, momentum may take us higher before the decline 
starts 

 



Monday September 27th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take markets higher before the decline started 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. So far the decline was modest and we closed on the lows of the day. Again 
momentum could that markets lower before the rally begins   

 



Tuesday September 28th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Momentum did take the markets lower before the rally started. TF reversed on the 
exact violation numbers. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still room on the upside if they want to go higher  

 



Wednesday September 29th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Most except TF managed to stay at or not far from the Buy Day Low. TF made new 
highs. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. As such we should be expecting a decline.  

 



Thursday September 30th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Yesterday’s momentum did take the markets higher before the decline started. Some 
went to Violation levels and then down to the average decline levels, good day for TTT  
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally that started today didn’t go far up yet, therefore we may go lower 
before the real rally starts. 

 



Friday October 1st ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Markets had a hard time getting the rally going, making it a confusing day. 
Monday will be a SS day. Based on the lack of conviction in this rally, we could go both ways on Monday. 

 



Monday October 4th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets tried to test the previous day highs and failed. Only direction left was down. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. A good part of the decline is in place, however the averages should take us 
lower before the rally can begin.  

 



Tuesday October 5th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Since most of the decline was done in the SS day, the rally started overnight and 
gave us a large gap up today, making for a very small decline for the day session and the rally continued all  
day helped by TVGR. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on today’s action I would expect a confusing day since most of the rally 
is already in place. 

 



Wednesday October 6th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and as expected last night we did get a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still room to go up if that is the direction they want to go  

 



Thursday October 7th ,2010 
Today was a perfect SS day. Tested the previous day high and couldn’t stay above and the decline started. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We have plenty of room to decline based on averages.   

 



Friday October 8th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Markets did reach the projected lows for the Buy day but this was accomplished 
during the overnight session at news time this morning. 
Monday will be a Sell day. Markets did rally hard today and some have closed at the Sell day levels. This 
may cause a confusing day. 

 



Monday October 11th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Markets reached the TTT levels and stalled there. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still room to extend the rally if they want to.  

 
 



Tuesday October 12th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets did rally higher to TTT levels and started a small decline at the end of the day. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day, will this decline continue or will we test the highs first before the real decline 
starts.  

 



Wednesday October 13th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. We did get a decline on the 24 hour session however only TF managed to get a 
minuscule decline for the day session 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is still room to go for the current rally. Based on the last hour’s action we 
may get a confusing day.  

 



Thursday October 14th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confusing day. With this rally at the end of day it left a good 
stage for the SS day 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. As I just said it did help to have this last minute rally in order to set up a decent 
3 day rally.  

 
 



Friday October 15th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets tested highs and lows and rejected both, therefore closing in the middle 
except for NQ 
Monday will be a Buy Day. Normally we should be anticipate a decline. 

 



Monday October 18th ,2010 
Today was a Buy Day. The main decline did occur overnight, at which point the rally started 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Being half way into the rally, we may get a confusing day.  

 



Tuesday October 19th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confusing day opening with a large gap down. TVGR was in 
effect and the stronger part of the drop came once NQ got back to the Buy day low. 
Tomorrow will be a SS Day. We should get back to the Buy day low, unless TVGR sets in with another large 
gap down.  

 



Wednesday October 20th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets needed to get back above the Buy day low and they did and even managed 
to produce a 3 day rally 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be expecting a further decline, based on averages 

 



Thursday October 21st ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. After markets tried to make or made new highs, the decline started. Some reached 
their proper level before the rally started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on today’s action we could get a confusing day.  

 



Friday October 22nd,2010 
Today was a Sell day. We ended up with a confused day. 
Monday will be a SS Day. We still have room to go up on this 3 day rally  

 
 



Monday October 25th 2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets did rally to the TTT levels before the decline started. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on averages the decline should continue. 

 



Tuesday October 26th 2010 
Today was a Buy day. After declining early in the day and reaching TTT levels, the rally started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally should continue.  

 



Wednesday October 27th 2010 
Today was a Sell day and we ended up with a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Will we continue the rally or get more confusion, that is the question 

 



Thursday October 28th 2010 
Today was a SS day. Not sure what people are waiting for but maybe the elections are preventing the 
markets from going any where 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be anticipating a decline if all goes normally.  

 



Friday October 29th 2010 
Today was a Buy day and Markets didn’t produce much of a decline and the rally was weak also 
Monday will be a Sell day and I would expect a confusing going nowhere day 

 



Monday November 1st ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Day went according to plan, confusing 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Election day should keep this confusing.  

 



 Tuesday November 2nd ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Market did continue their rally and some reached their goals. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed on the highs of the day, momentum may take us higher before 
the decline starts. 

 



Wednesday November 3rd ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. After a lower than expected decline, the rally started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day and the rally should continue  

 
 



Thursday November 4th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and the rally continued on strong 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are above the average 3 day rally, therefore the decline could start 
anytime.  

 



Friday November 5th ,2010 
Today was a SS day and the rally did continue slightly. 
Monday will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs today, momentum may take markets higher before 
the decline begins. 

 



Monday November 8th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Small decline followed by a mild rally 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Base on the poor actions today, we could see a confusing day.  

 



Tuesday November 9th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. As expected we did get a confusing day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day and we do have good odds of at least getting back up to the Buy Day Low  

 
 



Wednesday November 10th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. It took a bit of an effort but markets made it to the Buy Day Low 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should expect a decline on a Buy Day 

 
 



Thursday November 11th ,2010 
Today was a Buy Day. The decline was reached early  with some of the markets reaching TTT levels 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally should continue but since we made half of it, markets may be 
confused 

 



Friday November 12th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. The weak rally died and markets closed below the Buy Day Low 
Monday will be a SS day. We do have good odds that the markets will try to at least make it back above the 
Buy Day Low 

 



Monday November 15th ,2010 
Today was a SS Day. As mentioned Friday we did have good odds of at least making it back to the Buy Day 
Low. However after the market reached the BDL, they were not strong enough to make much of a 3 Day 
Rally  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on today’s action and the average declines, markets should continue 
lower before a rally can start. 

 



Tuesday November 16th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. Markets really declined and passed all the levels. Considering that we barely had a 3 
Day Rally yesterday, this don’t look good for the bulls. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum could take us lower before the rally starts 

 



Wednesday November 17th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Ended up being a confused day  
Tomorrow will be a SS day. So far we don’t have much of a rally so it could go both ways  

 
 



Thursday November 18th ,2010 
Today was a SS day with a huge gap up and TVGR in effect 
Tomorrow will be Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day momentum may take us higher before 
the decline starts.  

 



Friday November 19th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was done early and the rally started 
Monday will be a Sell day. Having closed near the highs of the day and still having room, the rally should 
continue.  

 
 



Monday November 22nd ,2010 
Today was a Sell day, the rally did continue but in the overnight session only. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Some still have a little bit of room to go up should they choose 

 



Tuesday November 23rd ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets did try to rally back to the Buy day low during the day session however ES 
and YM failed 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Based on the close of today, the decline should continue.  

 
 



Wednesday November 24th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. We sometime get this kind of cycle at holiday times. Messed up SS day  and today 
no decline on Buy day. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The holiday may confuse things.  

 



Thursday November 25th ,2010 

 



Friday November 26th ,2010 
Today was a slow SS day. 
Monday will be a Buy day, will the decline that started today continue, that is the question after a holiday 
weekend. 

 



Monday November 29th ,2010 
Today was a Buy Day. Markets declined until they reached the TTT Levels, after which time the rally started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day and so far a good part of the rally has been accomplished, therefore we could 
get a confusing day 

 



Tuesday November 30th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and it ended up being a confusing day as expected. The BDL held and the gap was 
closed and that held also. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. We could retest the BDL, after which we could rally if it does hold 

 
 



Wednesday December 1st ,2010 
Today was a SS day and the rally continued to reach TTT levels 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs, we may retest these highs before the decline 
starts  

 



Thursday December 2nd ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. All except TF were under the influence of TVGR today, which made for a small 
decline 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Not sure how to read this one, but I think it will be a confused day  

 



Friday December 3rd ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and as expected it was a confused day.  All but TF were affected by TVGR 
Monday will be a SS day. There is still a little room to go up to reach the average 3 day rally. 

 
 



Monday December 6th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets did continue their rally and reached TTT levels  
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take us higher before 
the decline can start.  

 



Tuesday December 7th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day and markets were slow to bet the decline started 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Will momentum take us lower 1st before the rally starts ????  

 



Wednesday December 8th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day and it ended up the usual confused day. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room to go up, however based on today’s action it could go either way.  

 



Thursday December 9th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Rollover day made for a confused day. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. A decline should be expected. 

 



Friday December 10th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was shallow showing that the bulls are in charge therefore explaining the 
new highs. 
Monday will be a Sell day. There is still room for the rally to continue but we may get a confusing day. 

 
 



Monday December 13th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. Markets made new high today but could not hold to these levels. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room to go up but based on today’s action it could go both ways.  

 



Tuesday December 14th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. Markets tried to go higher and most failed and therefore the decline started. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is plenty of room to decline if they want to.  

 



Wednesday December 15th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. The decline started late but we did get a decline. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed near the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.  

 



Thursday December 16th ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. After testing the Buy day low markets rallied 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still room to go up based on 3 day rallies  

 



Friday December 17th ,2010 
Today was a SS day. The rally did continue. 
Monday will be a Buy day. A decline should be expected 

 
 



Monday December 20th ,2010 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was shallow which is bullish 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is still room for the rally to continue but it could be confusing.  

 
 



Tuesday December 21st ,2010 
Today was a Sell day. The rally continued and took markets to new highs. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still a little room to go up on the 3 day rally, if they want to continue  

 



Wednesday December 22nd ,2010 
Today was a SS day. New highs were achieved as we needed a higher 3 day rally. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed on the highs momentum may take markets higher, however with 
tomorrow been the last day before the holiday, it may be a quiet day.  

 



Thursday December 23rd ,2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Monday December 27th,2010 
Today was a Sell day. We did go lower to complete a bigger decline before the rally started 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. The rally should continue higher   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Tuesday December 28th,2010 
Today was a SS day. After testing yesterday’s highs  market started decline 
 Tomorrow will be a Buy day and the decline could continue 

 



Wednesday December 29th,2010 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was not strong and the rally that started wasn’t strong either 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally may continue but I would not expect much of it.  

 
 



 
Thursday December 30th,2010 
Today was a Sell day. The rally did continue a bit 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Will the rally continue before the decline starts, that is the question.  

 
 



Friday December 31st ,2010 
Today was a SS day. It was a bit of a confused day 
Monday will be a Buy day. Based on the close of today, we could go higher before the decline starts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Monday January 3rd ,2011 
Today was a Buy day and most didn’t get a decline during the day session. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on today’s action the market should continue the rally, however since it 
was a day after a holiday, it may be confusing 

 



Tuesday January 4th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confusing day as the markets tried to do the decline missed 
yesterday. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. The BDL will be the critical level for us to decide if we get a rally or start the 
decline  

 
 



Wednesday January 5th ,2011 
Today was a SS Day. The BDL  did offer support during the overnight session so that the rally could 
continue. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy Day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline can start.  

 



Thursday January 6th ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take the markets higher before the decline started 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day and most likely a confused day.  

 



Friday January 7th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day and ended up being a confusing day 
Monday will be a SS day and the rally  will depend as to where we open versus the BDL 

 
 



Monday January 10th ,2011 
Today was a SS day and since we opened below the BDL this morning, markets had to rally to get back 
above. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should expect a decline which may be delayed due to momentum  

 
 



Tuesday January 11th ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. Markets tried to rally but has to wait for ES to finally make a decline and therefore 
making for a confused day, 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Will the confusion continue or will we continue the rally. 

 
 



Wednesday January 12th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day. The rally did continue and reached TTT levels 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is still room for the rally to continue, and momentum should take markets 
higher before the decline starts.  

 



Thursday January 13th ,2011 
Today was a SS Day and most markets made new highs but during the overnight session. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets should continue the decline \that has started.  

 



Friday January 14th ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. Markets tested the previous day lows and failed to go lower, therefore the rally 
started. 
Monday will be a Sell day. The rally should continue but since it is a holiday anything is possible  

 
 



Monday January 17th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day. Markets were very quiet due to holiday. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Opening levels versus the BDL should help point the direction of the markets 
tomorrow.  

 



Tuesday January 18th ,2011 
Today was a SS day. TVGR took over and carried to new highs 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 



Wednesday January 19th ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. As expected momentum did take the markets higher overnight, then the decline 
started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We did close near the lows, therefore we could go lower before the rally starts.  

 
 



Thursday January 20th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day. As expected markets did follow the momentum before the rally started. 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Some of the instruments closed below the BDL and therefore should continue 
rallying, at least to that level.  

 



Friday January 21st ,2011 
Today was a SS day. Except for TF all others got a 3 day rally. All instruments were going their own way. 
Hard to comment. 
Monday will be a Buy day. Based on the close, the decline should continue. 

 



Monday January 24th ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. Low was made early and the rally started. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed on the highs of the day and still having room to rally, markets 
should continue climbing 

 



Tuesday January 25th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day and ended up been a confused day 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Being FOMC day we may end up with another confused day  

 



Wednesday January 26th ,2011 
Today was a SS day. Markets did show some confusion due to FOMC but still managed to reach TTT 
levels. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets having closed near the highs may have momentum that will delay the 
decline. 

 



Thursday January 27th ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. The decline was shallow and having closed on the highs shows the bullishness of the 
markets. 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is still plenty of room to go up if they want to.  

 



Friday January 28th ,2011 
Today was a Sell day. ES was the only one that made a higher high and failed to go much higher. The next 
objective when this happens Is to go at least test the previous day low. Every one made lower lows. 
Monday will be a SS day. We closed at the lows of the day. Momentum may take us lower, however we 
have good odds to get at least back to the BDL before the close on Monday 

 



Monday January 31st ,2011 
Today was a Buy day. As expected momentum did take us lower in the overnight session, making the 
recovery to the Buy day Low a very hard endeavor. This is the 1st failed 3 day cycle in a long time. 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. After a failed 3 day cycle we normally get either the markets try to complete the 
missing effort attempted on the SS day, or the decline continues.  

 
 


